
1. Hello Lips! How was your last concert in Poland, on tour with Udo 
Dirkschneider, did you enjoy it?

The shows we did in Poland were great !!! We had a fanatastic time !!! 

2. Unfortunately, I haven't managed to see you in Warsaw when you were 
playing. I've heard though, that you played just a few songs from your new 
album, yet many bands during the promotion of their new stuff, play their new 
material live. Do you think that people prefer your classics from the 80'?

We’ve been very lucky with our newer songs , our fans have completely embraced 
them. Of course they like the old classics but our newer songs go over just as well 
as the old…..

3. How do you manage to make a setlist and choose the right songs, as you have 
so many of them already recorded?

Most important in choosing songs is that the band must sound as close to possible
or better than the recorded versions. Most of the old songs are standardly done 
but it’s about what new songs should be added.

4. In general, ambitous people pursue their own goals. Do you feel that what 
you do, gave you the fame you've been dreaming to get, since Lips became 
Anvil?

I am completely satisfied with how my career has gone through the years. I got 
exactly what I wanted and expected out of the entire situation…

5. 35 years of existance, 16 LP's released thanks to the over 6 record labels. How 
much have you had to sacrifice to maintain such an intense work and 
development under the banners of Anvil?

I don’t look at anything as sacrifices…I do this because I love it. What ever needs 
to happen to make it work you do it…Feed your desires !!!

6. When that moment has come in your career, when you were finally able to 
work and earn money by playing and making music?

The moment has been here for close to 10 years right now !! Since the movie we 
have not stopped touring and making a living completely from the band.

7. Since 2009 almost everyone asks about that - I can't help asking myself too! 
The production of the film - how did it infuence the functioning of the band?



Anvil is a famous band all over the world now. We are recognized everywhere we 
travel. We have virtually played in every country, and continue to do so.

8. The album cover of your newest album "Anvil is Anvil" is quite specific. What 
was the idea about it? How it could be interpret?

The new cover painted by Robb is exacty what it is !! An anvil in front of a mirror…
Anvil is Anvil…we are what we are and we do what we do and have completely 
identified ourselves.

9. Could you tell me more about the making of that album?

The new cd was recorded in a small town outside of Calogne called Pulheim. The 
actual studio is run by Sven Dirkschnider, Udo’s son and drummer. The producer 
was Martin Pfieffer who did an absofuckinlutely amazing job !! The personal 
chemistry was very cohesive with the band. He was able to get the best 
performances out of each of us. He was the most dedicated producer we’ve 
worked with. There were a number of very magical spontaneous ideas born during
this recording…these are what you strive for and rarely get.

10. You and Rob are still together in a band from the very beginning of Anvil. 
How do you actually withstand with each other for almost 40 years?

I met Robb in 1973…we’ve travelled life together, he is closer to me than a 
brother…we see each other almost everyday…our music is our bond…it is our lifes 
expression, cause and meaning. This is why Anvil has existed for the length of time
that it has. At the root of the longevity is the friendship, the music and the 
friendship are inseprable. 

11. What then? Do you still want to keep up the pace, which characterizes the 
activity of the band?

Continue until we can’t !!!! Write more songs and play more shows….just keep at 
it as much as possible. Time shows no Mercy !!!

12. What do you think about the possibilities of young bands nowadays? Is it 
easier to break through now than it was during the 80'?

It’s a completely different world today. The possibilities are virtually not there. The
infrastructure of the old school record companies is gone. The sales of music for 
the most part is also gone. However on a small scale these things still exist but not 
in the same ways. Bands and labels have had to adjust to a new way of creating 
revenue. It’s a very difficult time these days and Anvil is fortunate to have begun 
far a head of all of the computer age.



13. I have to admit, that playing a guitar with a vibrator is quite original ability. 
Where has the idea come from?

This began decades ago !! I realized when I was kid learning to play electric guitar 
that more than the sound of strings can be picked up by the guitar pick up !! I 
experimented with various household items…I rolled marbles along the strings 
which was also interesting but I tried running a battery driven toy car and 
discovered that the little electric motor produced a massive roar. Motors have 
magnets and coils just like a guitar pick up…it generates the sound of it ‘s self 
directly with the pick up. Once I reached my teens I thought I’d purchace a vibrator
from the local department store. I thought this would be a great thing to use on 
my guitar as I could also play slide with it. As time has past it has become 
somewhat of my trademark. 

14. Often in the other interviews with journalists you say, that music is very 
important in your life, that it's worth to pursue your dreams, and make them 
come true. What has formed in you such determination, which allowed you to 
achieve everything?

It’s really about egnoring all the negativity…the world is filled with many losers 
and they love company !!! Remove these peoples significance or meaning to your 
life. Then you are free to follow your heart and desires.

15. We're getting close to the end of the interview, so I want to ask you about 
something besides metal. Do you have any favourite authors of literature, or 
maybe you don't really like that kind of spending your time?

I’m not much into reading but watch hundreds of movies !!! 

16. Thank you for your time. I'm leaving you that question - use it as you wish.


